TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

5:30 – 7:00 pm  COMMUNITY CONNECTION RECEPTION
ATRIUM 2ND FLOOR
Early badge pick up will be available

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

7:00 am – 5:00 pm  REGISTRATION
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR

7:00 – 8:00 am  NETWORKING BREAKFAST
ATRIUM 2ND FLOOR

8:00 – 8:15 am  CALL TO ORDER & INTRODUCTIONS
GRAND MESA D-F
Dan Lynch
Raytheon Missile Systems
Chair, NDIA Integrated Program Management Division

8:15 – 9:15 am  CYBERSECURITY MATURITY MODEL AND CERTIFICATION (CMMC)
GRAND MESA D-F
Katie Arrington
Special Assistant for Cybersecurity, OUSD (A&S)
Invited

9:15 – 9:30 am  NETWORKING BREAK
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR
Government departs to separate meeting room

9:30 – 10:00 am  GOVERNMENT ONLY BREAKOUT SESSION
MESA VERDE

● GOVERNMENT ONLY SESSION  ● INDUSTRY ONLY SESSION
10:00 – 11:00 am  
**IPMR2 UPDATE PANEL**  
GRAND MESA D-F  
Scott LaFrance  
Consultant, ClearPlan LLC  
Dan Lynch  
Raytheon Missile Systems  
Chair, NDIA Integrated Program Management Division  
Vaughn Schelgel  
Director, Program Management, Lockheed Martin  
Randy Steeno  
Boeing BDS EVMS Policy, The Boeing Company

11:00 am – 12:00 pm  
**CLEARINGHOUSE AND OTHER INDUSTRY ONLY TOPICS**  
GRAND MESA D-F  
Gary Humphreys  
CEO, Humphreys & Associates, Inc.  
Russ Rodewald  
Director, Raytheon Earned Value, Raytheon Company

12:00 – 1:00 pm  
**NETWORKING LUNCH**  
ATRIUM 2ND FLOOR

1:00 – 2:00 pm  
**IBR/ACCEPTANCE/PASEG**  
GRAND MESA D-F  
Cherilyn Jones  
Director, Program Planning and Scheduling, Lockheed Martin  
*Invited*  
Scott LaFrance  
Consultant, ClearPlan LLC  
*Invited*  
Shane Olsen  
*Invited*

---

**GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY CONCURRENT WORKING GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS**

1:20 – 2:20 pm  
**Clearinghouse Pt 1**  
GRAND MESA D-F  
**Program Management**  
MESA VERDE  
**Contracts**  
WIND RIVER A

2:20 – 2:40 pm  
**NETWORKING BREAK**  
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR

---

**GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY CONCURRENT WORKING GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS**

2:40 - 3:40 pm  
**Clearinghouse Pt 2**  
GRAND MESA D-F  
**Production**  
MESA VERDE  
**Agile & EVM**  
WIND RIVER A
3:40 – 4:00 pm  NETWORKING BREAK  
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR

GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY CONCURRENT WORKING GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS

4:00 – 5:00 pm  Planning & Scheduling  
CSDR  
Prime/Subcontractor  
GRAND MESA D-F  
MESA VERDE  
WIND RIVER A

5:30 – 7:00 pm  NETWORKING RECEPTION  
CENTENNIAL 12TH FLOOR

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

7:00 am – 5:00 pm  REGISTRATION  
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR

7:00 – 8:00 am  NETWORKING BREAKFAST  
ATRIUM 2ND FLOOR

8:00 – 8:15 am  CALL TO ORDER & INTRODUCTIONS  
GRAND MESA D-F  
Dan Lynch  
Raytheon Missile Systems  
Chair, NDIA Integrated Program Management Division

8:15 – 9:00 am  KEYNOTE SPEAKER  
GRAND MESA D-F

9:00 – 9:30 am  IPMD/SE FALL INTEGRATED MEETING  
GRAND MESA D-F  
Dale Gillam  
Corporate EVMS & Scheduling Implementation Manager, Leidos  
Past Chair, NDIA Integrated Program Management Division

9:30 – 10:00 am  NETWORKING BREAK  
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR

10:00 – 10:45 am  IMPLEMENTING CYBER SECURITY REQUIREMENTS PANEL  
GRAND MESA D-F
10:45 – 11:30 am  **DOE UPDATES**
GRAND MESA D-F

*Mel Frank*
Director, Project Controls Division, Office of Project Management, DOE

11:30 am – 12:00 pm  **ACQUISITION, ANALYTICS AND POLICY UPDATE**
GRAND MESA D-F

*John McGregor*
Deputy Director EVM, Acquisition Analytics & Policy, OUSD (A&S)
*Invited*

12:00 – 1:00 pm  **NETWORKING LUNCH**
ATRIUM 2ND FLOOR

1:00 – 2:00 pm  **DMCA PANEL EVAS METRICS CHANGES**
GRAND MESA D-F

*Donna Holden*
Deputy Director, DCMA EVMS Center
*Invited*

*James Winbush*
Director, DCMA EVMS Center
*Invited*

2:00 – 2:30 pm  **748E UPDATES**
GRAND MESA D-F

*Shane Olsen*
Title

2:30 – 3:00 pm  **NETWORKING BREAK**
GRAND MESA FOYER 2ND FLOOR

3:00 – 4:00 pm  **CLEARINGHOUSE PANEL**
GRAND MESA D-F

*Gary Humphreys*
CEO, Humphreys & Associates, Inc.

*Russ Rodewald*
Director, Raytheon Earned Value, Raytheon Company

4:00 – 4:25 pm  **WORKING GROUP OUTBRIEFS**
GRAND MESA D-F

Working Group Leaders
The NDIA has a policy of strict compliance with federal and state antitrust laws. The antitrust laws prohibit competitors from engaging in actions that could result in an unreasonable restraint of trade. Consequently, NDIA members must avoid discussing certain topics when they are together at formal association membership, board, committee, and other meetings and in informal contacts with other industry members: prices, fees, rates, profit margins, or other terms or conditions of sale (including allowances, credit terms, and warranties); allocation of markets or customers or division of territories; or refusals to deal with or boycotts of suppliers, customers or other third parties, or topics that may lead participants not to deal with a particular supplier, customer or third party.